Coleshill's finest Lady Stig - takes on Politics
by Rebecca Teall

Part 1) ' Bellies and In-crowds'

Put simply the motivations of individual
politicians needs to be taken into account. Are
they a politician because they couldn't be a
rockstar and politics was the next best route to
stardom (see Anthony 'Teflon' Blair). Or are
they perhaps born to relative privilege but with a
social conscience, driven to help protect the
open-hearted values, fundamental welfare and
stability of Great Britain - that leafy place
where people from all over the world want to
live. I am not saying all politicians need to have
money to be magnanimous but it does mean they
aren't just lining their own pockets. To assume
that 'conservative' equals 'Toff', 'Out-of-touch'
or 'Doesn't care' is just a false and lazy move, as
lazy as assuming Labour voters don't do their
research and tend to fall for easy polemics and
stereotypes. If we really want to live in a country
where it is OK to prejudge people based on your
assumptions about their background let us
revisit the general attitude as it was in the
Labour heyday of the early 2000s. Inverted
snobbery (which somehow doesn't apply to rich
Labour ministers or 'champagne socialist'
voters) is bigotry in exactly the same way as
racism or homophobia. To hate 'Tories' because
you imagine them to be riding ponies and eating
caviar for breakfast is as stupid as assuming
your bin man doesn't read Dostoyevsky, have
flying dreams, or could be in 100 years hailed as
the Van Gogh of our time. You're missing the
point. You could say conservatives used to be
sexist, racist and homophobic though you'd be
exercising a selective memory as that was a
society-wide problem back in the day and not
confined to the Right of the House. The
likelihood is, that -if they are privileged- their
education has enabled them to prepare for the
massive responsibility the job entails. Throw in
a few life challenges like a close relative with
crippling disability or serious drug abuse
problems and you have someone who knows
about life and has a heart. They could be resting
up in their (expensive to run, crumbling) country
pile, but instead, insanely, they slog it to work to
face down jeers and wade through piles of
papers about people being murdered by their
own Governments in order to help decide what
Britain should do about it (see Syria).
Politics in this country has evolved, thank God,
it's just some people haven't noticed. There
aren't just two sides any more, two 'families' to
inherit their parents' politics. The relevance of

This Election, on May 7th could be one of the
major turning points in the history of the British
Isles. Remember that little issue of Scotland
potentially leaving the Union? Well it hasn't
gone away. Labour in Scotland is so weak that if
Labour is voted in, Scotland could leave the
Union under SNP leadership and our fair Isles
will be forever 'cleft asunder'. Like a woman
scorned the separatists won't take 'No' for an
answer and seem set on getting their own way
democracy or not... This might be a job for King
Arthur!

But lets get back to the bun-fight! I for one am
constantly dismayed by the over-simplified and
polarized take on politics of some of my friends.
As though British Politics is still a case of the
hard-hearted 'haves' protecting their hard-won
privileges from those grotty 'have-nots'; or in
more entertaining visual terms the lizards vs the
bunny rabbits.

this dichotomy has long since faded. No longer
are we in a class system that blocks our path, no
longer do we slave away in blinkers controlled
by our factory owners with poor conditions. We
have regulations, shareholders and boards, we
have the internet and corporations have their
public images to protect, we have democracy
and so we have consumer power - if only we'd
get together and use it. But more than that we
have some serious environmental issues that
puts all petty one-upmanship in the shade. We
need to grow up. Stop acting like everything is
black and white. Stop seeing the world in terms
of money bags and endlessly exercising
old-school grudges. Think about what really
matters: our collective desire for Health, Peace,
Nature,
Freedom,
Science
and
Art.

clean, you care, you don't just get the most
money for the least work you can. Everyone was
told they could somehow be expecting a £100K
salary for closing their doctors surgery on a
Saturday, eating at bistros and buying Mercedes
cars on hired-purchase. Buying a house at four
times your income was common, leaving people
stranded on debt island when the tide went out.
Real jobs with realistic wages became second
class, a fall back, and fewer people aspired to
work for Royal Mail or their local Hospital. Job
security disappeared and the golden age of
contractors with little long term responsibility
took over. The borders were thrown wide open
because we needed people to do the jobs we
became too good to do (also we didn't have a
choice under the EU), and so we get into the
debate about immigrants. Our new unhappy
underpaid underclass who get to be blamed for
all our ills as soon as the economic climate gets
colder - so easy to resent, just ask Germany in
1935. Just remember, our Grandparents went to
many of these immigrants' countries and had the
temerity to claim them as our own so don't throw
rocks in glass houses, it's not wise. Britain is a
good place to live precisely because we have
been a haven for people from all over the world,
seeking asylum from war and persecution, or
just seeking economic opportunity. Why
shouldn't they make their lives life better? We
are free to go and live in other parts of the world.
This mobility and openness is something to be
proud of, not scared of, if properly managed.

We need all sorts of people from all walks of life
to make society function well. But the last
government behaved like an advertising firm;
Selling to the individual without looking at the
whole. For example, they proposed that the
majority of school leavers needed a degree. But
there aren't that many jobs that require a degree.
Fine so we all have degrees, all that means now
is that a degree signifies what A-levels used to
and people who are capably academic (of all
backgrounds) go on to get a Masters Degree. It
used to be free of charge but now it is an
expensive business. Is that fairer? No, it is
simple educational inflation with a price tag.
The point of life is to do whatever you are doing
-well- and be happy because you do your very
best, and yes if you can, take those chances to
fulfill your potential but don't just become a
conveyor belt office employee for PWC. What
is the point? Surely not just to be bigger and
better than the next person, richer, faster. That
attitude went out with big hair and shoulder
pads, and then came straight back in via the
Trojan horse of Blair's New Labour. If you want
to be a real radical, someone who actively cares
about people and our world, then join the Green
party and make them viable. Lobby the
supermarkets
and
pharmaceuticals.
Thanks to the Money-grows-on-trees approach
of the last government who proclaimed "the
only way is up" it actually became less
respectable to have a useful job. Just to be clear,
a useful job to my mind, is one where you
contribute to society, you inform, you help
people, you create something, you deliver, you

Stage left is John Prescott bonking his secretary
whilst wearing playboy ears. And don't forget
his six Jags parked outside

Of course Labour has the right idea in principle,
unquestionably improving the standard of living
for those at the bottom is a crucial endeavor, but
somehow when I watch Milliband on Prime
Minister's Questions he reminds me of a school
boy breathless and indignant because he knows
the other side are already doing a good job.
Caring isn't the exclusive purview of the Left,
even if they want to pretend it is. Ed Balls has
the most selective memory I've seen in some
time and seems to live somewhere in deepest
Egypt. They still grasp at materialist straws
forgetting the fact that when they had all that
money and power they were still unable to
genuinely improve Schools, the NHS, Policing
or Social Cohesion, because in the end, there is
a limit to how many hand-bags, shoes, and cars
we need. They were incautious, they grew too
fast, it was a classic case of the emperor's
clothes. Working in the financial regulator

alongside HM Treasury and the Bank of England, I saw it first hand. HMG was arrogance
personified. The current government were
handed a pup. A steaming pile of disgruntled,
desperate, chaotic and near Greek-levels of
dangerously indebted economic excrement. If it
hasn't been for their buttoned-up, disciplined,
caution, the I'm-not-here-to-be-your-favoritepop-star but to-get-you-back-on-your-feet sort
of government, we could so seriously be in the
very same shoes as Greece. And thank goodness
we never joined the Euro. I don't think people
realize just how bad the situation was and still
could be. Some of our banks have more potential debt than our economy could realistically
cope with. This isn't purely the fault of greedy
banks, this was caused by a greedy government.
Banks in the 2000s anyway were like children
absorbing the national culture of irrationalexuberance, they'd do whatever they were
allowed to get away with and the brakes were
there to stop them going overboard. The government liked the huge tax returns the city was
paying in and they could claim its success was
their own doing, so they just took off the breaks.
And Brown declared the "THE END OF BOOM
AND BUST". It was pure tragicomedy.
Thanks to their arrogance, where we could have
grown steadily and survived the Global Crash
relatively unscathed as did some other countries,
we inflated like a sheep's bladder that hasn't
been properly oiled and so deflated even faster.
The banks seized up, consumers froze, companies closed, jobs were lost and now, some people
(our neighbors even), are really struggling. They
can't afford things we don't even notice, like
central heating. Understand, that for some, it is a
choice between cleaning products or cat food.
Not all people on benefits squander it on Game
consoles and Nike trainers, some people really
are doing the best they can. They are our neighbors, and their suffering should be ours, how can
you just close the curtains and enjoy your third
meal-out for the month without donating to a
food bank or better still lending a hand to someone you know. Real politics, at a local level as
well as at a national level should be about giving
people back their self-respect. Because worse
than struggling financially is the depression,
family break-down and behavioral patterns
linked to unemployment. The Government is

focused on making us financially stable but not
drunk on fast-cash. And from what I see, I trust
them to get the job done. This is not going to be
solved by Labour's record of giving banks free
reign to gamble our life savings, just throwing
money at schools and privatizing hospital cleaning rotas to meet those arbitrary self-fulfilling
targets. This is solved by using our intelligence;
discerning real improvements over superficial
'wins' and - by doing so - giving people real
hope. This change in attitude in turn encourages
community action; healthy towns and rural
areas. Encouraging young people to try that
idea, start that business, open that shop, print
that newspaper! And if they mess it up once,
help
them
up
again.
If there is more support for individuals, the
wider social cohesion will catch on. Stronger
individuals makes for stronger families and
stronger towns, stronger counties. And I believe
this is what the current government is focused
on. Small and medium sized businesses, handing power back to local councils in the hope that
they are fit for purpose! And you should question them to see if they are fit, and if they are
not, stand up and speak out. Don't be bullied by
'bellies
and
in-crowds'.
Coleshill for instance, seems to me to be forever
on the cusp of becoming somewhere people
might just want to visit and not only pass
through. Why aren't there awnings and outdoor
seats? Why do people scowl outside the Swan,
or stare at you coldly in Tescos? Where are all
the young people? Why do they all leave?
Because nothing will ever change if people don't
open up and think positively. If you don't notice
the litter, if you don't care about the beautiful
wildlife all around us, you're wasting the one
thing we have going for us, beauty and space.
Industrial parks are fine, but where are the creative jobs, where is the investment? I think (and
hope) secretly Coleshill has more potential up
its sleeve but it seems that it's in a bit of a choke
hold. There is an element of fakery in some
places, and in others there are some real rose
buds - if only they could bloom. I love Coleshill
too, but praise the mediocre and you insult the
good. We need to make the changes. Someone
out there knows what I mean! Join in. Speak up.
Make that farmers market GOOD. Stop doing

your hair and start making bespoke designer
chairs or something. People will come. Who
doesn't like proper bread, decent cheese, fresh
vegetables, hand-made clothes, fine art or alternative music? Open a restaurant in the evening!
Where do young people go to be young? Why
isn't there a little cinema? Why not pedestrianize
the high street make it a feature instead of telling
yourselves the passing trade is all you have. It's
about the experience! Get involved in the town
council. And don't write hate mail (you know
who you are) and speak fairly to make your
views heard. We've got a whole new complex of
flats being built and next door is Chelmsley
Wood. Why don't we reach out to our local areas
and attract these people to come enjoy and
respect their local heritage. Improve their lives
t
o
o
.
In conclusion when you are watching the
pundits on tv, or down the pub listening to that
bloke who rants, don't always assume conservatives are in it just for themselves, some of them
will be but they are as much Prescotts as the
original Prescott. And come election time don't
be too quick to hand back the reigns to Labour
(nor the local Labour litter) party, not just yet
anyway. Our country operates a very healthy
pendulum system. Governments tend to do well
when initially in power but by the third term are
usually screamingly bad before votes swing
back the other way. Technically the Tories have
another term in them yet. The second term is
when they can solidify the changes and protect
the stability created. Local politics on the other
hand needs to go into major surgery and attract
some better quality candidates. Finally on a
personal note, This paper was the initiative of
two lads from Chelmsley Wood, their hard work
and bravery has been poured into these pages;
maybe they didn't get the balance right first
time, maybe their sales patter leaves a little to be
desired but if no one supports this paper, we'll
have lost a valuable community building mouthpiece and tool for a positive change. I wrote this
article and may confinue to do so, if anyone
bothers to respond (!?) because I hear a lot of
people complain this paper is solely a Labour
Council mouthpiece. I am here to prove I doesn't
have to be. If you have something to say just
write in and say it, preferably nicely. That is
what it is here for. While it survives.

